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Some quartet models based on fractionally charged ur-baryons are discussed in terms of 
a broken SU(4) symmetry. Mass spectra of baryons and mesons are calculated, which in
clude a result of recent observation of cosmic ray jet shower. Further implications on weak 
interactions are also discussed. We give an explicit form for universal weak currents and 
new selection rules for non-leptonic and radiative decays which hold exactly in the limits of 
SU(3) and SU(4). 

§ I. Introduction 

In the past decade, hadron physics seems to have confirmed an SU(3) sym
metry, which could be based on a fundamental triplet of ur-baryons as sub-hadronic 
particles.1

)'
2

) However, there should be no a priori reason to believe that the 

triplet model retains its validity far above several Ge V in hadron spectrum. 
About ten years ago, one of the present authors (M.N) and others3

) proposed a 
model (new Nagoya model) in which a baryon-lepton symmetry in weak inter
action leads possibly to an introduction of a fourth ur-baryon in addition to the 
triplet. 

In a recent experiment of jet showers in cosmic ray reactions, Niu et al. 4
) 

have discovered a pair production of charged particles, one of which, it decays 
into a n° and a charged particle not identified as an electron, has a large mass 
::::::::: (2"-"3) Ge V and a short life time:::::::::I0-14 sec. The Hiroshima group5

) has pointed 
out that the heavy particle is a super hadron with a new quantum number which 
could be ascribed to a particle number of the fourth ur-baryon as was hypothesized 
in the new Nagoya model. This experiment, whether it is confirmative or not, 
prompts us to push forward the quartet model of hadrons as a very realistic 
model. 

Many of previous proposals2 )• 6)~lo) of quartet models, which centered in 1964, 

were almost based on integrally charged ur-baryons with integral baryon number. 
These approaches, however, have ceased after the success of SU(6) theory based 
on quark model version. Moreover, recent data of r-'12 total cross sections at 
very high energies appear to agree with a counting picture of fractional charges 

t This paper is dedicated to the memory of the late Professor Shoichi Sakata. 
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Quartet Models Based on Fundamental Particles with Fractional Charge 983 

of ur-baryons.11
) These facts, although a physical quark has not yet been detected 

experimentally, will give us a strong feeling that the ur-baryons are fractionally 
charged. 

In this paper, we propose several alternatives of quartet model with fraction
ally charged ur-baryons*) including the new Nagoya model, and derive a number 
of basic relations emerging from an SU( 4) symmetry, which would be useful 
for a future analysis of the quartet model. In § 2, we define several quartet 
models and discuss in § 3 particle assignment. In § 4, we derive mass formula 
and make predictions on the mass spectrum. In § 5 we define the universal 
weak c~rrent for each model, and in § 6 we discuss implications, of the weak 
interaction especially of the non-leptonic interaction, and present selection rules 
which newly hold in the limits of SU(3) and SU( 4). 

§ 2. Quartet models and SU(4) 

We assume quartet of ur-baryons as having a baryon number 1/3 and frac
tional charges. In terms of SU( 4), we have three additive quantum numbers, Is, 
Y and Z; unless mentioned we use throughout this paper the same mathematical 
notation for SU( 4) as that defined in Ref. 9). These quantum numbers are given 
by Is= (1/2)tls, Y= (1/v3)tls and Z= (v6/4)tl15· 

We define triplet puarticles in the quartet as the same as the ordinary quark 
triplet.2

) Then in order to have integral charges for hadrons, the charge of fourth 
ur-baryon (q') should be 0' = (2/3) + n, (n =an integer). The quartet has the 
quantum numbers as is shown in Table I. If we define a particle number operator 
for q' as 

Table I. Quantum numbers of quartet. n=an integer 

q Q T y z N' 

2 1 1 1 
p - - - - 0 3 2 3 4 

1 1 1 1 
n - - - - 0 3 2 3 4 

A 
1 

0 
2 1 - - - - - 0 3 3 4 

q' 
2 

0 0 
3 

-+n - - 1 3 4 

N'= (3/4)B-Z, (2·1) 

where B denotes a baryon number operator, (1/3) I, then one generally has the 
charge operator as 

*> Quartet model with fractionally charged ur-baryons was discussed from a different standpoint 
from ours in a paper by S. L. Glashow, J. Iliopoulos and L. Maiani, Phys. Rev. D2 (1970), 1285. 
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984 M. Kobayashi, M. Nakagawa and H. Nitta 

O=la+ (1/2) Y +O~N~. (2·2) 

This implies that the electromagnetic current in the quartet model necessarily 
contains a singlet component of SU( 4). 

We now restrict models, but still cover wider classes, to those which q~ 
can interact with charged lepton current. There are four possibilities :12

) 

(i) Model I. n = 0 and q' = p' (0' = 2/3). This model is just the one defined 
in the new Nagoya model. 
(ii) Model II. n = -1 and q~ = ;..~ (0~ = -1/3). 
(iii) Model III. n= -2 and q~=e(O'= -4/3). 
(iv) Model IV. n=1 and q~=r:~co~=S/3). 

In cases other than the above four, many highly charged hadrons will be 
stable, thus could easily be detectable Ill experiment. 

§ 3. Particle assignment 

In particle assignments, we have the same multiplicity and the quantum 
number N~ for all four models defined in the previous section. Charge quantum 
numbers only change for particles with N~~o in each model. Here we assign 
charges on particles for the case of model I. 

For bosons, we assume qq composite states. As is known, we have sixteen 
bosons. 4 X 4 = 1 + 15. In the 15 bosons, we have seven more PS mesons in 
addition to the ordinary octet PS mesons; an isodoublet and its antiparticles 
(L0 , L-; L 0, L +), an isosinglet and its antiparticle (M-; M+) -they form an SU(3) 
triplet (L0

, L-, M-) -and an SU(3) singlet (X0
). They are expressed by a 4 x 

4 matrix as follows: 

TC
0 rl X0 

n+ K+ Lo -+-+--
v~z vo m 

TC 
TC

0 r/ X0 

- vz + vo + v'12 
Ko L-

pa-
b -

-~ 0+ X
0 

K- Ko M-vo r; v'12 

Lo £+ M+ v3 o --x 
2 

(3 ·1) 

where L and M mesons have quantum numbers N~ = ± 1. We will also have 
vector mesons; however we do not investigate them in this paper. 

Next we consider baryons. We assume the baryons as qqq composite states. 
Representations are. given as 4 X 4 X 4 =4 + 20' + 20' + 20. The SU(3) decompo
sitions are as follows: 4= 1 + 3, 20' =3 + 3 + 6+ 8 and 20= 1 + 3 + 6+ 10. We 
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Quartet Models Based on Fundamental Particles with Fractional Charge 985 

assign the representation 20' as follows: 

(a) an octet 8, N' = 0; N, A, 1:, E, 
(b) a triplet 3, N' = 1; isodoublet A 2<0>+), isosinglet A 1<+>, 
(c) a sextet 6, N' = 1; isotriplet B 8<0·+·++>, isodoublet B 2<0·+), isosinglet B1<0

), 

(d) a triplet 3, N'=2; isodoublet C2<+>++>, isosinglet Cl<+). 

For the tensor representation of particle wave functions, we introduce the 
following form 

(3 ·2) 

with 

B[a,b]c = i ( </Jabc + </Jcba- </Jbac- </Jcab) · (3 ·3) 

We give a complete expression for the baryon wave functions in Appendix 
1. By using Eqs. (3 ·1), (3 · 2) and Appendix 1, we can give an explicit form 
to the Yuka wa interaction BBP. The interaction again involves two independent 
interactions as follows : 

12-(lBa pbB[?1~,n]±Bm B [a,n]pa) 
V 2 [m,n] a b [b,n] m a , (3 ·4) 

where the upper (lower) sign gives D (F) -interaction. We give an explicit form 
of Eq. (3 · 4) in Appendix 2. These expressions will be useful for calculations 
of mass formula and of the matrix elements for semi-leptonic interactions. 

We give a discussion for an SU(8) classification of our model, a straight
forward extension of the SU(6) of quark model. For mesons, we have repre
sentations: 8 X 8 =I+ 63. The decomposition into spin and SU( 4) representation 
is given as 63 = (1, I) + (0, IS) + (1, IS). Thus we have sixteen vector mesons 
in addition to fifteen PS mesons. For baryons, the representations and decomposi
tions are given as 

where 
8X8X 8=56+ I20+ I68+ I68, 

56= (1/2, 20') + (3/2, 4)' 

I20 = (1/2, 20') + (3/2, 20)' 

I68 = (1/2, 4) + (1/2, 20) + (1/2, 20') + (3/2, 20'). 

(3·5) 

(3 ·6) 

(3 ·7) 

(3 ·8) 

Thus the ordinary octet with spin 1/2 and decuplet with spin 3/2 are contained 
in the totally symmetric representation I20. 

§ 4. Mass formula 

If we take seriously the interpretation of Hiroshima group5
) for the cosmic 

ray experiment/) the symmetry-breaking strong interaction should conserve N' 
(or Z) quantum number. This means that a mass operator should have the form 

M=m0 +3-/6alt.l5 + 3-/6blt.8 , (4·1) 
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986 M. Kobayashi, M. Nakagawa and ~I. Nitta 

when we assume the first order correction of symmetry-breaking interaction. 

(1) Baryons. We have 

<NI MIN)= mo + 9aF- 3aD+ 9 ../2bF- 3 ../2bD, 

<AIMIA)=mo+ 9aF-3aD-6../2bD, 

<.SIMI.S) = mo+ 9aF-3aD+ 6../2bD, 

<EIMIE) = mo+ 9aF-3aD-9../2bF-3../2bD, 

<A1IMIA1) =mo-3aF-7an+6../2bF-4../2bn, 

<A2,oiMIA2,o) = mo- 3aF-7 aD- 3 ../2bF+ 2../Zbn, 

<B31MIB3) =mo-3aF+9an+ 6../2bF, 

<B2,oiMIB2,o) =mo-3aF+ 9an-3../2bF, 

<B1IMIB1) = mo- 3aF+ 9an-12../2bF, 

<C2IMIC2) = mo-15aF-3an+ 3../ZbF- 3../Zbn, 

<C1IMIC1) = mo -15aF- 3an- 6 ../2bF+ 6 ../2bn, 

<A2,oiMIB2,o) = -3../obn, 

(4·2) 

where IA2,0), IB2,0) mean pre-diagonalized states. Sum rules for masses are ob
tained as follows : 

N + E = t (3A + .S), 

C1-C2=.S-N, 

N +C2=t(3Al +B3). 

Diagonalization of A 2,0 - B 2, 0 mixing gives the following mass formula: 

(4·3) 

(4·4) 

(4·5) 

(4·6) 

( A2- A1 E-N+.S-A) (B2-Al_E-N+.S-A) + ~(.S-A)2=0 
2 2 16 ' 

(4·7) 

with 

(4·8) 

Equation ( 4 · 7) can be written in another form as 

_E_-_N_)·(B2-Bs- E-N) +l_(.S-A)2=0. 
2 2 16 

( 4. 7') 

Let us define ra=an/(-aF), r 0 =bn/(-bF) and central masses (8), (A), 
etc. for 8, A, etc. multiplets. Then we have 

(8) <(A)< (B)< (C) (4·9) 
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7 

6 

5 

/'v1 (GeV) provided that O<ra<1 which is to 
be compared to the observed value 
rb::::::::0.31. By using Eqs. ( 4 · 2) and 
assuming a universality for D /F, 
i.e., ra = rb, we plotted the mass 
spectrum of baryons versus m 0 as a 
varying parameter in Fig. 1. If we 

I assume the mass value 2950 MeV, 
a reported mass in the cosmic ray 

~==========~~§~~~~= experiment,
4

> as the lowest mass of 
N the super baryons, i.e., A1, we have 

~~.7~---2~.0~~--~--~--~~--~--~~ 
3.0 3.6 

m 0 (GeV) 

Fig. 1. Mass spectrum of baryons versus m0 as a 
varying parameter. Use is made of Eq. (4·2) 
and an universality aD! (-a F) =bDI ( -bF) = 
(3/2) (I- A) IE- N~0.31. 

m 0 ::::::::3 Ge V; A 2::::::::3180 MeV, Bs:::::::: 
3860 MeV, B 2::::::::4050 MeV, B 1:::::::: 
4240 MeV, C2::::::::5410 MeV, and C1 
::::::::5660 MeV. Or if we assume C1 
(the highest mass) ::::::::2950 MeV, 
then m0::::::::1.8 GeV; A1::::::::1730 MeV, 

A 2::::::::1960 MeV, Bs::::::::2090 MeV, B 2::::::::2280 MeV, B1::::::::2470 MeV and C2::::::::2700 MeV. 
Within this region, as is seen in Appendix 2, B 3, B2 and B1 are unstable owing to 
the strong decays; Ba----?nAh KA2; B 2----?7rA2, KA1; B1----?KA2• Stabilities of the other 
particles against the strong decays will be determined by super boson masses. 
(2) Bosons. Expressions for the boson masses are the same as those given 111 

Eq. (11) of Ref. 9) but with c = 0 for TC, K, r;, x, L and M in this case. In our 
model, mixing arises among r/, X0 and, E 0 (if there exists an SU( 4) singlet). 
Sum rule which holds independently of the mixing is only the following one :10

> 

M-L=K-n. (4 ·10) 

If we assume L = 1780 MeV, a reported mass 111 the cosmic ray experiment,4
> 

the quadratic mass formula of Eq. ( 4 ·10) gives M = 1840 MeV, and if M = 1780 
MeV, then L = 1720 MeV. It is to be noted that these mass values should be 
taken within 30% error in magnitude.4 >• 5> 

As to the mixing, if we assume the representation 15 to be a closed multi
plet, we have mass formula 9>• 10

> 

( 4 ·11) 

which yields x=941 MeV, and we get L=761 MeV and M=898 MeV. This, 
however, appears to be inconsistent with the present experimental knowledge 
because of the absence of long lived charged particles Land M of such masses. 
Therefore we will have to consider a "sixteen-plet scheme" for the neutral 
particles r/, X0 and E 0

• In this case, we unfortunately cannot predict mass values 
for these particles because of too many arbitrary parameters. 
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988 M. Kobayashi, M. Nakagawa and H. Nitta 

§ 5. Structure of weak currents 

I . 12) d n a previOus paper, we propose weak current for each model of Ir'-/IV. 
They are given as follows : 

a1 (pn) + b1 (pA.) + e1 (p'n) + d 1 (p' A.), 

au (pn) + brr (pA.) +err (pA.') , 

am (pn) + bm (pA.) +em (n~') + dm Oe), 

aw(J?n) +bw(J?A) +e1v(('p), 

where we have suppressed the Dirac matrices r I' (1 + r 5). 

Let us define a universality for currents as 

[J,[J, J+]J = -2J' 

with 

(5 ·1) 

(5·2) 

(5 ·3) 

(5 ·4) 

(5·5) 

(5· 6) 

where g 0 means a time component of currents defined m Eqs. (5 ·1) r'-/ (5 · 4). 

The condition gives the following constraints on the currents: 

For model I, we have 

and another solution 

(
ai b 1) = ( cos(} sin(}) 

e 1 d 1 \-sin(} cos (} 

(
cos (} cos q; 

cos (} sin q; 

sin (} cos q;). 
sin (} sin q; 

(5·7) 

(5·8) 

We call the latter the model 1'. It should be noted that the solution (5 · 7) is 

just the one proposed first in the new Nagoya model. 

For model II, we have 

au= cos (} , 

brr =sin (} cos q; , 

err = sin (} sin (jJ • 

(5·9) 

For model III, we have a solution which is the same as Eq. (5 · 7) of model 

I and another solution, am'= em'= ../2 cos(}, bm' = dm' = v2 sin(}: we call the latter 
the model III'. 

For model IV, we have a solution, aw = ../2 cos(}, bw = ../2 sin(} and ew = ../2. 

Obviously models III' and IV are in disagreement with the experimental 

verification of the universality of weak current. Models I', Eq. (5·8) and II, 

Eq. (5 · 9), are not necessarily in disagreement with experiment if we' take, say, 
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Quartet Models Based on Fundamental Particles with Fractional Charge 989 

0:::::::::0.23 and cp:SO.l. Thus these models will give a very small production cross 

sections of super hadrons in neutrino reactions. 
In the previous paper/2

) we have proposed a test, that is, an observation of 
apparent violation of the JS = JO rule, which discriminates models I (I') and III 
(III') from II and IV. We here mention a further discrimination test. Let us 
consider a neutrino reaction of single super baryon production: 

(5 ·10) 

where XF means any of super baryons A, B defined m § 3. From the selection 
rules of currents, Eqs. (5 ·1) ~ (5 · 4), we see that the reaction, Eq. (5 ·10), is 
allowed in models I (I') and IV and is forbidden in models II, and III (III') for 
v-Jl reaction, while it is forbidden in models I (I') and IV and is allowed in 
models II, and III (III') for the D-Jl reaction. Reaction ( 5 ·10) could be confirmed 
by a mass plot or an abnormal strangeness and isospin12

) of the decay products 

of XF. 
As for semi-leptonic decays of super baryons, matrix elements involve two 

parameters F, D, which can easily be found out from the results in Appendix 2. 
We here do not enter into details of this problem. 

§ 6. Some properties of non-leptonic interactions 

In this section, we discuss consequences of SU( 4) symmetry on the non
leptonic interaction of model I. The other models would be mentioned where 

they are necessary. 
n p 

u v u' 

t' 

p' 

Fig. 2. Six SU (2) spin operators 
operating on quartet. 

Let us introduce three more SU(2) spin oper
ators t', u' and v' in addition to t, u and v of the 
ordinary eight-fold way (Fig. 2). Now we define 
the weak interaction by a current X current inter
action with currents defined in Eqs. (5 ·1) "-' (5 · 4). 
In model I, we have four types of transition for 

non-leptonic interaction; (I JSI, I .JN' I) = (0, 0), 
(1, 0), (0, 1), (1, 1). It is to be noted that .du = 

1 and Ju' = 1 in transitions with I JSI = 1 and/ or 
I .JN' I = 1. Consequences of selection rules are summarized in the following. 

(1) Problem of octet enhancement 

All the interactions of model I with I JSI = 1 and/ or I .JN'I = 1 belong to a 
representation 84. The representation 84 contains an 8 and a 27 of SU(3). 
In fact, our calculations of ordinary hyperon decays in 84 yield, for example, 
sum rules as 

A-0 + ,J2Ao0 =E--- J2Eo0
,} 

g_- ==0' 

,J2l:o + + };+ + + ;;_- = 0 

(6·1) 
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990 M. Kobayashi, M. Nakagawa and H. Nitta 

for S-wave decays. Further requirement of JI = 1/2 yields a trivially vanishing 
of each amplitude. A similar argument holds also for P-wave decays. That is, 
requirements of JI = i- and Lee-Sugawara13

) relation for P-wave decays yield 
vanishing of amplitudes A-0

, A0°, E_-, 3 0°, 1:0 +. Thus we conclude that the en
hancement of octet representation of SU(3) should essentially arise through a 
breakdown of SU( 4) symmetry. In view of the full strength of octet part in 
the decay amplitudes of ordinary hadrons, the breakdown of SU(4) could be 
very large compared with that of SU(3). The same argument holds for model 
III. 

(2) Consequences of Ju' = 1 in I JSI = 1 transitions 

We note that the electromagnetic interaction in model I 1s a singlet of u'
spm. Thus we have a selection rule 

<u' -singlet I Hwl u' -singlet)= 0 (6·2) 

for non-leptonic, as well as radiative, transitions. For example, we have 

<2riHwiK0 (K 0 ))=0, 

<I-riHwiE-)=0, 

<E-riHwi.Q-)=0. 

For a virtual transition between n ai1d A. quarks, we have 

(6. 3) 

(6·4) 

(6. 5) 

(6· 6) 

The same selection rule as the above one holds also for non-leptonic transitions 
in model III. It should be noted that the above rules hold only in the limit of 
SU(4) symmetry. 

(3) Consequences of Ju = 1 in I JN' I = 1 transitions 

We have a selection rule 

For example, we have 

<u-singletiHwlu-singlet) =0. 

<2riHwiL0 (L0))=0, 

<Ba++y[HwiC2++) =0. 

(6· 7) 

(6·8) 

(6·9) 

It should be noted that these selection rules hold m the limit of SU(3) sym
metry. 

If we observe an L0-~2r decay, the ratio of matrix element of this process 
to the one of J( 0 ~2r will, comparing Eqs. (6 · 3) and (6 · 7), give a measure for 
relative magnitudes of breakdowns of SU(3) and SU( 4). This will give another 
measure for the breakdowns in addition to that of mass splitting. 

There are so many sum rules for the transitions with I JN' I = 1 due to Ju 
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Quartet Models Based on Fundamental Particles with Fractional Charge 991 

= 1; super hadron---0ordinary hadrons (including radiative decays). Though we 
do not write up them here, check of these sum rules will be important when 
more super hadrons are produced and detected, because the sum rules are exact 
in the limit of SU(3). There also are many sum rules for transitions with IJSI 
= 1 due to Ju' = 1. These, however, would be less important because they are 
exact only in the limit of SU(4).-

To the end of this section, we mention another selection rules: The CP 
properties of V-A non-leptonic interaction also forbid transitions with I JSI = 1 
and/or IJN'I =1 among PS mesons, P---0P'P", including super mesons, which is 
a straightforward extension of <2niHwiK) = 0 in the limit of SU(3). 

§ 7. Concluding remarks 

In this paper we have proposed several models for quartets with fractional 
charge. We presented a number of basic relations: mass formula, Yukawa 
interactions, weak currents, selection rules in weak decays and so on. We made 
some predictions on the mass spectra of super hadrons. 

As is expected, the breakdown of SU( 4) would be very large. However, 
our predictions on the multiplets of super hadrons and on the structure of weak 
current will possibly be tested by future experiments. 

In particular, tests on non-leptonic decays will serve to clarify the problems 
on weak interactions yet unsolved: 
(i) Does the enhancement of 15 transition arise? As is the octet enhancement 
in the ordinary hadron decays, whether or not a 15 transition with I JN' I = 1 
arises will be an interesting problem. Models I (I') and II in general can cons
truct a 15 spurion with I JN' I = 1 but models III (III') and IV cannot. Possible 
spurious in model I(I') involve only (0, 1) for (IJSI, IJN'I) but only (1, 1) in 
model II. We note that, in the current X current form, model I does not contain 
15 with (0, 1) as was mentioned in the previous section. 
(ii) Is the weak interaction angle () observed in non-leptonic decays? This 
test will give an answer to the question: "Are both the semi-leptonic and non
leptonic interactions unified into a current X current interaction?" By using the 
results of § 5, we have relative magnitudes of different transitions for angle factors 
in each model as follows: For Model I,5

) 

M(l.O): M(0.1) :M( -1.1) :M(1.1) = 1: 1: tan(): cot(), (7 ·1) 

where M(i,j) means an angle factor in a matrix element of transition (JS, 
JN'). 
For model I', 

M(l.O): M(0.1): M( -1.1): M(1.1) ~1: cot() tan (/J: tan (/J: tan(/) . (7 ·2) 

For model II, 
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992 M. Kobayashi, M. Nakagawa and H. Nitta 

M(l.O): M(0.1) :M( -1.1): M(1.1) = 1: tan cp: 0: tan 8 sin cp. (7·3) 

For model III, 

M(l.O): M(0.1): M( -1.1): M(1.1): M(2.1) ~1: 1: 0: cot 8: 1. (7 ·4) 

(iii) Does the ur-baryon-lepton symmetry hold in weak interaction? If model 
I is confirmed experimentally, the symmetry becomes much realistic as was indi
cated in the new Nagoya model. 

Appendix 1 

Baryon wave functions 

Tensor representation of baryon wave functions 1s given as (charges are 
assigned for model I) : 

A + B+ B c1,2] _ 2 _ 2 

1 - ~() ~2 ' 
A + B+ B [1,3J = _1_ + _3 

1 ~() ~2 ' 

A + B+ B [3,3J _ 1 _ 3 
2 

- ~6 ~f' 
B c2, 4J _ A _ 1:0 

2 
- ~6 ~2 ' 

B [1,3J = A2° + B2° 
3 

~6 ~2 ' 

B c2, 3J_ (A2+ +B2+) 
3 -- ~6 ~2 ' 

B [2.4] = I 2 A + 
4 -V 3 2 ' 

Appendix 2 

Yukawa interactions 

(i) F-coupling (charges are assigned for model I) 

B [1,4] = _4_ + J:o 
1 ~() ~2 ' 

B [3,4]_ -J 2_A 
3 - 3 ' 

B [1,4J = - j 2 A o 
4 3 2, 

B [3,4J=J 2 A+ 
4 3 1 • 

rc+ [ ~2PN + 2(1:01:-- J:+ 1:0
) + ~28°8- + ~2A2+ A2° + 2(Bs+ Bs0

- Bs++ Bs+) 

+ ~2B2+ B2°+ ~2C2++C2+] +h.c. 

+ rc0 [(PP-NN) + 2(J:+ J:+- J;- J;-) + (8°8°- E-E-)+ (A2+ A2+- A2° A2°) 

+2(Bs++Bs++_Bs0Bs0
) + (B2+B2+-B2°B2°) + (C2++C2++_C2+C2+)] 
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-~1~CB + B + + B 0 B 0)- _±_B 0 B a+____!__ cc ++c ++ + c +c +) _ _1_c +c +] ,J3 2 2 2 2 ,J3 1 1 ,J3 2 2 2 2 ,J3 1 1 

+ x{ j ~ (PP+ NN + XA + J;+ J;+ + 1:01:0 + 1:-1:- + E 0E 0 + s-s-) 

- __l_ (A +A + + A +A + + A 0 A 0) - ~1~ (B + + B + + + B + B + + B 0 B 0 ,J6 1 1 2 2 2 2 ,J6 3 3 3 3 3 3 

+K+[- ,J3PA-Pl:0
- ,J2NJ;-- ,J3XE-+(v2I:+E0 -l:0E-) + ,J2A1+ A2° 

+ v2(B3+B2°- ,J2Ba++B2+) +ZB2+B1°+ ,J2C2++C1+] +h.c. 

+K 0
[- ,J3NA+Nl:0

- ,J2]5J;++ ,J3AE0
- (1:08°+ ,J2J;-E-)- -J2A1+ A2+ 

+ ,J2(B3+B2++ ,JZB3°B2°) +ZB2°B1°+ vZC2+C1+J +h.c. 

+ L 0
[ ,J3P A1 +- )

2 
AA2° + v3( J:+ A2 +- )

2 
go A2°) + (PBs++ ,J2NB3°) 

- j ~ XB2° + ( ) 2 1:0 B2°- J:+ B2 +)- ,J2E0 B1°- v3A2 +cl + + B2 +c1 + 

+ ,J3A1+C2++ (B3+c2+_ ,J2Ba++c2++) J +h.c. 

+L-[ 13NA ++__l_AA +_ 13(1:-A 0 +_1_1:0A +) + ( 12PB ++-NB +) v 1 ,J2 2 v 2 ,J2 2 v 3 3 

+ j ~ AB2+ + ( J;- B2°+ ) 2 l:
0B 2+)- ,J2E-B1°- ,J3A}Cl+ + B2°C1+ 

- v3Al+C2++ + (B3+C2++ + vZB3°C2+) J +h.c. 

+ M- [- -JZAA1+- ,J2(J:+ Bs++ + 1:0 Ba+ + J;- B3°) + ,J3 (8° A2+ + E-A2°) 

+ (E0B2++E-B2°) + vZB1°C1++ v3(A2°C2++A2+C2++) 

+ (B2°C2++B2+C2++)] +h.c. 

(ii) D-coupling (charges are assigned for Model I) 

n+ [v2PN + 2_ (.S+ A+ X.s-)- ,J2E0E-- ZvZ A2+ A2° 
,J3 3 
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-J ~ (A,+ B," + B,+ A,") + ]3 (A,+ B," + B,++ A,+)- ,/2C, ++C,+] + h.c. 

+ n°[(PP-NN) + 2_ (Z 0A+A..E 0
) + cz-s--zozo) +~(A2°A2°- A2+ A2+) 

v3 . 3 

+ ~1~(A 0B 0+B 0A 0-A +B+-B+A +)+~(A +B++B+A +) .;
3 

2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 .;
3 

1 3 3 1 

+ cc2+c2+- c2++c2++) J. 

+rl[- )
3 

(PP+NN)- J
3 

AA+ J
3 

(Z+..E++.S0.S0 +..E-z-) 

- 1 (R-R-+R0 R0)-
4 A' +A++ 2 (A+A++A 0 A 0) 

v3 .... o;.J .... .... 3 v3 1 1 3 v3 2 2 2 2 

- CA2+ B2+ + B2+ A2+ + A2°B2° + B2° A2°) - )
3 

CC2++C2++ + C2+C2+) 

+ _£__c +c -~-] 
v3 1 1 

+ X0
[- )

6 
(FP+ NN +A A+ ..E+ z-t- + 17°17°+ .s-..r- + 8°8°+ :s-s-) 

- 3 ~"6 (A1+ A1++ A2+ A2++ A2°A2°) +J ~ (B3++B3+++B3+B3+ 

+ Ba0B3° + B2 + B2+ + B2°B2° + B1°B1°)- v
1"6 (C2 ++C2 ++ + C2 +C2+ + C1+C1 +) J 

+ K+ [- )
3 

P A +P _so+ v2N ..r- + v1
3 

X:s- + ( v2.S+ 3°- zos-) 

-
2t2 

A1 + A2° + j ~ A1 + B2° + v
2
"6 (B3 + A2°- v2B3++ A2 +) 

_ _1_A2+B1°- v2C2++Cl+] +h.c. 
v3 

+ K 0
[-

1_ NA- Nzo + v2P .s+- 1_-AE 0
- (17°8° + v2z-s-) + 2V2 A1+ A2+ 

y'3 v'3 3 

2 (A +B + 12-A 0B 0) . I 2 B +A+ 2 B 0 A 0 1-2C+C +] h - y'"b 1 2 + v 2 1 + ~ 3 3 2 + y'3 3 2 - v 2 1 + . c. 

+ Lo[_!__PA +- v''2 XA 0 + ~1~( 12.S+ A+- .S0 A 0
)- (FB + + 12NB 0 ) 

v3 1 6 2 vn v 2 . . 2 . 3 v 3 

+J ~ AB2°+ (.J;+B2+_ ]2 Z 0B2°)+ v'2E0B1°+ ]3 A2+c1++B2+c~+ 
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- )
3 

A1+C2+ (B3+C2+- v2B3++c2++) J +h.c. 

+ L-[__!__NA + + -12 ifA +- - 1-(.£0 A++ 12..S- A 0
). + (NB+- 12PB ++) -/3 1 6 2 -/6 2 v 2 3 v 3 

j 3 A-B + ( ~-B 0 1 ~0B +) r2 """-B 0 1 A °C + B °C + - 2 2 - £.; 2 + -12 £.; 2 + v Jj 1 + -/3 2 1 + 2 1 

+ )
3 

A1+C2++ + (B3+C2++ + v2B3°C2+) J +h. c. 

+M-[- v; ifA1+ + -/2(.£+ B3++ + Z 0B3+ + J;- B3°) + )
3 

(E 0 A2+ + E- A2°) 

- (E 0B2+ + E- B2°)- )
3 

(A2+C2++ + A2°C2+) + (B2°C2+ + E2+C2++) 

+ vZB1°C1 +] + h.c. 

In the above expressions we have omitted Dirac matrices. 
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